REDEFINING EXCELLENCE

Discover promise in
every journey

RELENTLESSLY
PURSUING PERFECTION
THE TRUE MEASURE OF SUCCESS ISN’T BASED ON HOW WELL YOU DO ONE THING
It is measured in all the ways that dedication, precision and boldness come together.
Class-leading speed and range, fuel-efficient engines and a spacious cabin designed
for comfort and productivity. The Gulfstream G600 exceeds your every expectation.

MAXIMIZE
EVERY MINUTE
LIFE’S BEST MOMENTS COME WHEN YOU HAVE THE FREEDOM TO
CONQUER THE GLOBE
In the G600, you can fly 6,500 nautical miles/12,038 kilometers at
Mach 0.85 or 5,500 nautical miles/10,186 kilometers at Mach 0.90.
Over a typical year, flying at Mach 0.90 will save you more than 50
hours travel time over competing aircraft.

NBAA IFR theoretical range. Actual range will be affected by ATC routing, operating speed, weather, outfitting options
and other factors. All performance is based on preliminary data and subject to change. Time savings based on difference
between Mach 0.80 and Mach 0.90 on trips totaling 500 flight hours a year.

ROOM WITH A VIEW
ALTITUDE ALTERS YOUR PERSPECTIVE
Whether a ski weekend in Aspen or an investors’ conference in Geneva,
the G600 provides a bright, quiet, 100-percent-fresh-air cabin that
ensures you arrive at your destination refreshed and ready to go.
With four living areas, you work, dine, entertain and relax—all in
spaces designed with the finest interior options you select.

IMMERSED IN
BREAKTHROUGH
TECHNOLOGY
EXCELLENCE BREEDS PEACE OF MIND
The G600 is an aircraft ahead of its time. The Symmetry Flight Deck™ introduces
active control sidesticks that provide visual and tactile feedback between pilots.
Ten touch-screen displays and Phase-of-Flight™ intelligence vastly reduce the
number of switches in the flight deck and speed startup time.

Advanced Features

Optimized
Interior

Flight Deck
Technology

Space where you need it. Comfort throughout. The G600
features wide leather seats, sturdy stowable conference
tables and lie-flat seating. The cabin dimensions are optimized
to ensure the ample space doesn’t come at the expense of
speed, range or efficiency.

Revolutionary touch-screen interfaces enhance operational
efficiency and are interchangeable for greater reliability.
A next-generation enhanced flight vision system linked to a
head-up display heightens pilot awareness in low-visibility
situations. The Symmetry Flight Deck™ provides one of the
safest, most intuitive flight systems in business aviation.

Cabin
Experience

Active Control
Sidesticks

100 percent fresh air is replenished throughout a cabin
designed to be the quietest in business aviation. A low
cabin altitude leaves travelers comfortable en route and
refreshed on arrival.

Two active control sidesticks, the first in business aviation,
improve communication between pilots and eliminate the
need for control columns, creating more space and better
comfort in the flight deck than a traditional pedestalmounted yoke.

SIGNATURE
GULFSTREAM WINDOWS

Worldwide
CUSTOMER Support

Fourteen panoramic windows—the largest in the aviation
industry—offer stunning views, infuse the cabin with natural
light and ensure you arrive at your best.

With maintenance facilities around the world, Field and
Airborne Support Teams (FAST) and personalized customer
service, operators never fly beyond the reach of Gulfstream
Customer Support.

The Shape of
Peak Performance
DRIVEN BY INNOVATION
Aerodynamic and entirely clean, the sculpted wings of the G600 are the most
advanced in business aviation. The innovative wing design and quiet engines render
the G600 more efficient than other aircraft in its class. These advances provide you
with lower operating costs and reductions in noise levels and emissions.

SET A BOLD COURSE
DISCOVER A NEW STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
Find time aboard this revolutionary aircraft. Time to work. Time to relax. Time to live.

THE GULFSTREAM
PROMISE
How we serve you is just as important as how your aircraft performs.
By striving to delight you with every interaction, we deliver a memorable
experience that enriches your journey.
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